Plumbing and Fire Protection CADD / Revit Draftsman  
Philadelphia, PA

EwingCole, an Architectural and Engineering firm located at the foot of the Ben Franklin Bridge in Philadelphia seeks applicants for the position described below.

Drafting position, entry level, position includes opportunity to advance to an engineering design position. Position involves drafting of engineering systems for commercial buildings including: hospitals, stadiums, and laboratories.

Requirements:  
0-3 years of experience in drafting of mechanical systems for commercial buildings. Successful candidates will have an Associate degree or higher in CADD Drafting Technology or Engineering Technology. (Students expecting graduation with the winter 2015 class may apply). AutoCAD training /Revit training required. EwingCole is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

To apply for this position, please visit our website at www.ewingcole.com – Your Career

EwingCole is an Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F/D/V)